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Black Vultures Are Becoming
A Problem to Cattlemen
by RD Morrison

If this headline looks familiar, it is because it is. The
black vultures have struck Pickens County Cattle producers
again. The Farm Bureau organized a meeting with the US
Fish and Wildlife Service (Laurel Barnhill - 404-679-7188,
and Carmen Simonton - 404-679-7049), the USDA APHIS
(Noel Myers - 803-786-9455), the USDA Farm Service
Agency ( Glenn Thomas - 864-814-2471 ext. 105), and the
SCDNR (Darrell Shipes - 803-734-3938) This informative
meeting, hosted by the Pickens County Farm Bureau, proBlack Vultures

Turkey Vulture

vided a lot of information that was contained in the last
newsletter with one addition. That is that there is a
SCDNR permit required in addition to the federal depredation permit. The most information came from the question
and answer period. The speakers found out that the black
(Continued on page 2)
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vultures are seriously hurting the livestock producers in no
uncertain terms.
Without rehashing the entire meeting, Glenn Thomas, with the USDA FSA, informed the crowd that if they are
contacted, it may be possible to get a payment for the dead
cow / calf. The USDA FSA must be contacted quickly in
the event of a loss.
The assembled speakers kept referring to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act - a law that is many decades old. Basically, the law is the law. The assembled cattlemen relayed
that laws and treaties may be changed. To do this, producers need to contact their legislators, in Columbia and in
Washington, to get rid of the restrictions to protecting our
livestock, and the costs incurred in getting a permit. If you
want to change the law, change your attitude - make the
call.

Spanish Oaks Field Day
Was Very Informative
By PCCA Member Sharon Furr

Spanish Oaks Farm hosted a field day at the farm on
December 10, 2016. The morning started out very chilly
with temps hovering around 19, but with the fire barrel going and trucks pulling in, it was an awesome day. On hand
for the day were two different vendors; Will Mahoney,
owner of Best Livestock Equipment, demonstrating tire
troughs, the installation and the benefits of use, along with
his Haysaver’s and their benefits and Tim Jackson with Purina, demonstrating and talking about Wind and Rain minerals
and Accuration, Rangeland, and Complete Mineral tub supplements, their added value and why they are so very important in each producer’s cow herd. As the day progressed, the warmer the temps got, the sun beamed down
and as lunch was served, jackets and toboggans were coming off.
A great big thank you goes out to Roy Copeland,
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S.C. Beef Board, who cooked up Angus burgers for lunch,
along with a thank you to our special guest/vendors Will
and Tim. The day proved not only to be very informational,
but a lot of products were sold. It was just a great day to
be around great producers, learning something new!
If you’d like more information about either vendor’s
products, contact Sharon Furr at 704.577.3639 or
spanishoaks@truvista.net .
Sights from the day are below:
Left - Water trough
installation
Below - Completed
water trough

Below - Purina Info

Above - Jeff Pepper
& RD Morrison
Left - Haysaver
rings

PCCA Year in Review
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The year began with a meeting on EPD’s given by
PCCA At Large Director and retired Clemson Extension
State Livestock Specialist Dr. Harold Hupp. This timely
meeting helped all cattlemen on selecting the right bull at all
of the various upcoming breed bull sales. The next meeting
was also timely - covering fertilizer and lime. Morris Warner, Clemson Extension Area Livestock agent, gave a really
comprehensive program on the need to take soil samples,
when to apply lime (when you find out that you need it) and
fertilizer (P & K are applied in the fall). The next spring
meeting was also right on time - weeds. Lindsey Craig, Area Livestock agent, did a really good job on identifying
weeds and what would control them. Also in March, the
PCCA was a sponsor of the SCCA Annual Meeting in Columbia. The April meeting featured Dr. John Andrae who
spoke on soil ecology. Also in April, the PCCA had a booth
at the Pickens Azalea Festival where samples of locally
grown beef, provided by the PCCA Freezer Beef Committee, were given out to the many folks who came by. For
more information on these meetings, you are invited to go
to our website, www.pickenscountycattle.com, and read the
newsletters or go to the Moore & Balliew Oil Company on
Shady Grove Road, just off of SC183 west of Pickens, and
check out the DVD of these meetings.
The May meeting was an advertisers appreciation
dinner. A really big crowd (approximately 160 attendees)
was on hand and the advertisers in our annual directory met
with members about their products. Case iH, John Deere,
Kubota, Mahindra and Kioti dealers were on hand plus many
bankers, oil companies and real estate companies had tables
and answered questions. The PCCA really appreciates our
advertisers because they make the Newsletter and the Directory possible. The Association held the drawing for the
Stihl MS180 chainsaw at this meeting. PCCA Jr member
Olivia Knightner drew the winning ticket, Mike Hall of
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Oconee County. The proceeds were donated equally to
the 4-H and FFA.
The summer meeting was just for the junior cattlemen. PCCA member and large animal veterinarian Dr. Emily Waggoner performed a sonogram at Webb Charolais.
The youngsters (and adults) found this very interesting. The
PCCA also supported the Jr Beef Roundup in August.
The fall meetings started with dealing with the
drought. Clemson Extension put on a multi county program
addressing this problem. The next meeting featured the
Sumner Agency, who hosted a meeting about rain insurance.
Many of the members take advantage of this program and
the meeting was very informative. The meetings then
turned to an unlikely predator to newborn calves - Buzzards. The US Fish and Wildlife Service , USDA APHIS,
USDA FSA and SCDNR gave the two hour program and
question and answer period about these protected birds.
There are DVD’s of this meeting also available at MBOC.
PCCA member Sharon Furr held a field day at her
farm in December. Also in December, a Meet and Greet
was held at the PCCT&C. RD Morrison was named PCCA
Cattleman of the Year. A BUSY Year, indeed!

Scenes from 2016– Pickens Azalea Festival,
chain saw raffle, check to 4-H, Jr Beef Roundup, Field day at Spanish Oaks Farm.
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EPD’s benefit terminal production systems

By Robert Wells, Ph.D.
With permission of the Samuel Roberts Noble Foundation

Surprisingly, I still find that many producers do not
use Expected Progeny Differences as a primary selection
tool for their bull. Many select their next herd bull based
only on physical appearance or a perceived ability to perform, or low birth weight. In other words, does he have a
well-balanced body with plenty of muscling, yet look like he
will be easy on calving? Several purebred breeders have
said that the only question most of their customers have is
“Is the bull calving ease?” With some basic knowledge, utilizing EPDs can be easy and beneficial to all cattle operations. A terminal production system does not retain and
develop replacement heifers, and typically sells off the ranch
to the next segment of the industry or retains ownership
through the feeding process.
Performance EPD traits Calving Ease (CE), Calving Ease Direct (CED). A
high CE score will indicate less potential for dystocia or
calving problems. This trait takes into account both calf
weight and calving score data, which ranges from one to
four. The higher the value, the better. Use this EPD instead of just the birth weight EPD since it takes into account other factors such as frame size of the calf and relative difficulty of the calving process.
Birth Weight (BW). Lower numbers are more desirable. Birth weight EPD is an indicator of pounds of calving
ease in heifers. The differences between two bull BW EPDs
is the average expectation of difference in pounds of calf
weight. The genetic relationship between BW and CE is
high (0.76); however, it is not perfect. This is why CE is a
better indicator for calving ease than birth weight.
Weaning Weight (WW). Typically for most terminal
production systems, a higher value is more desirable. A
production system developing and retaining its own replacements would typically want to moderate this trait. This in-
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dicator is measured in pounds and is an indication of the
sire’s ability to pass on weaning growth to his offspring.
Yearling Weight (YW). Typically for most terminal production systems, a higher value is more desirable. However,
a production system developing and retaining its own replacements would typically want to moderate this trait.
This indicator is measured in pounds and is an indication of
the sire’s ability to pass on growth between weaning and a
year of age to his offspring.
Marbling (Marb). This is the difference between marbling
scores of progeny for one sire compared to another. Typically, a higher Marb EPD value is more desirable in a terminal system.
Fat Thickness (Fat, BF). This is the measure, in inches,
of the 12th external fat differences from one sire to another. Typically, a moderate value is better, depending on the
breed of choice.
Ribeye Area (RE). This trait is measured in square inches
and is the difference in ribeye area of a sire’s offspring relative to the same breed. Smaller-framed breeds would benefit from larger values, while larger continental breeds will
want to moderate this trait but remain above breed average.
EPD values are not directly comparable across
breeds. However. Across-breed EPD adjustments can be
made to compare a particular bull in one breed to another
bull in a different breed.
Remember, single trait selection is dangerous and
can have unintended consequences. Furthermore, recognize that selection for extremes in a specific direction for
any trait can change mature cow size or production efficiency over time. Select multiple traits that have economic significance for your operation, and develop a plan to use them
to meet market goals of the ranch.
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December Meet & Greet Enjoyed by All

By RD Morrison

The December meeting of the Pickens County Cattlemen’s Association was held at the Pickens County Career
& Technology Center on December 8, 2016. The Smokin’
Pig catered the meal of brisket and fixins’ and the overwhelming opinion of the crowd was that it was delicious.
PCCA President Amy Wilson recognized SC Representative and PCCA member David Hiott and George
Bryant, who serves on the Soil and Water Conservation
Board and thanked them for their service.
Dr. Jim Mullikin, chair of the Nominating Committee,
handled the election of officers. Amy Wilson is the 2017
President, Eddie Evans is the 2017 Vice President and chair
of the program committee, and RD Morrison is the 2017
Secretary / Treasurer. He thanked the Board of Directors
and presented the incoming members - Jennifer Ruth, Ben
Roe, Randy Crenshaw, Jerry Moore and Jeff Pepper. He
then recognized RD Morrison as the PCCA Cattleman of
the Year 2016. Totally surprised, he was speechless (hard
to imagine, but true), but Dr. Mullikin wasn’t. He roasted
RD pretty good about his driving to the Sunbelt EXPO in
Moultrie, GA. Seems they (Dr. Jim Mullikin, Dr. Poag Reid,
and Charlie Hale) like to go faster than 62 miles per hour.
Along with the plaque, came a gift card, sponsored by
Moore Balliew Oil Company. Although speechless, he did
manage to thank the association.

At Large Director Dr. Jim
Mullikin, DVM, presenting
the PCCA Cattleman of
the Year Award to RD
Morrison at the December Meet and Greet.
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Though recent rains have eased the drought from Exceptional to Extreme, we need more rain. NWS calls for “Normal”
rain in Jan.,
Feb., and
March. January is
usually the
wettest
month of the
year.
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PCCA Membership Renewals
Are Now PAST Due
By RD Morrison

If you have not renewed your PCCA membership,
you are a little late. The SCCA requires that renewals must
be in by January 1. With the hustle and bustle of the holidays and the postal service not delivering on holidays anyway, it is difficult to get them in on time - especially if I have
not received it.
If you have not renewed, please e-mail me with your
intentions (pcca@pickenscountycattle.com), fill out a form
and get it to the Clemson Extension office as soon as possible. To those of you that have already sent your forms in,
THANKS. Contact your neighbors and invite them to a
meeting. We are always looking for new members.
The PCCA is starting an added benefit to membership - educational videos on our Facebook page. We will
add videos of interest to cattle producers periodically hopefully monthly. If you have a need for an educational
video, let a board member or officer know and we will try
to get one - either one that we find or one that we make
using our local experts and the PCCA camera / movie software. These videos will be short enough to be posted on
Facebook, but we plan to make a dvd of them too so the
folks that do not use the internet may also see them. The
plan is to make them about five minutes long and to cover a
specific topic - short and sweet.
Just another reason to join the PCCA.
Thoughts from the President Amy Finley Wilson

Thank you for the opportunity to serve as the
Pickens County Cattlemen’s Association president this year.
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In looking back on 2016, I can see where leadership
in agricultural issues have had a pivotal impact on our industry and where we have huge opportunities for leadership in
2017.
At the state level, we need educated and informed
representative leadership that understands the huge impact
that agriculture has on the state and local economy.
Locally, we need partners that embrace and support
agriculture as an industry that needs the same integrated
support reserved for manufacturing and other enterprises
that have similar economic impact.
Most importantly, we need engaged and active agricultural associations, like the Cattlemen’s Association, to
actively represent our interests at the state and local levels.
I appreciate the opportunity to serve our community
as an officer in this important organization, and look forward
to working with each of you in 2017 to further the interests
of agriculture in our community.
Best Wishes for the New Year,
Amy Wilson
PCCA Synopsis Report
Donation
for period as of 9/25/16 Sam’s Club
INCOME:
$11789.50
Postage
Ads
$5400.00
Printing
Dues
$2980.00 Azalea Festival
Reimbursed
$1439.50 Meals
Raffle/ contributions
Website
$1845.00 Raffle
EXPENSES:
$10875.56 Repairs
SCCA dues
$1070.00 Tax

$1613.13
$45.00
$219.00
$2312.28
$55.00
$3693.74
$945.00
$224.27
$87.95
$151.80
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